1. Insert nylon washers H8...H11 on each pin of M1 and H7 heat sinks.

2. Connect with isolated wires (diam. > 0.2mm) TP1 to TP2 and TP3 to TP4, without populating the test points.

3. Insert nylon washers H8...H11 on each pin of M1 and H7 heat sinks.

4. Insert thermal insulator rubber caps (part number CP29-TC220-21.5-11.4-5.8-0.3-ND) on heat sinks M1, M2, M3, M4, M5 and M6.
Disconnect pin 5 of U7 from net VD1 and insert R100; add C100 from pin 5 to ground.
ASSEMBLY NOTES:
Built on PMP30763 Rev_A PCB
Connect with isolated wires (diam. > 0.2mm) TP1 to TP2 and TP3 to TP4, without populating the test points
Insert nylon washers H8...H23 on each pin of M1...M8 heat sinks
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